Trainings and Workshops

Weekly Workshops

We are beginning to offer quarterly trainings on some of the main technology featured in our classrooms in and around campus. Topics will focus on Content Capture, Web Conferencing, and Classroom AV Best Practices. They will be held near the start of each academic quarter to help prepare our faculty, staff and students to better utilize classroom technology in an efficient manner.

Book a private training or a hands-on workshops for your department or team!

ETS is proud to offer one on one or group demos and trainings for many elements of classroom technology. Please contact us to inquire about specific services and technology you are looking for help with!

Upcoming Events:

At the end of Summer Quarter in August we will offer the sessions recorded below again for anyone to attend. Stay tuned for dates, times, and locations.

Watch Past Events Online - UCSF ONLY

Catalog of Live Links

Please note: the link will not populate for upcoming sessions until the day before the event is set to take place.

Classroom Technology A to V

Overview of what you need to know before presenting and using any of the ETS classroom spaces. We will review technology terminology, best practices for microphone use, content
Content Capture 101

Overview and breakdown of how ETS automated lecture content capture works. From how to book, how it works, and how you can use it to better your events, classes and meetings.

View Capture from May 4

Digital Conferencing

With the wide range of digital conferencing tools at your disposal, the buttons may look different, but the best practices are the same. Come to learn a general overview of conferencing with technology and learn the tools to succeed, no matter the platform.

Note: This is not a demo of specific software or platform, but an overarching approach to the skills needed to be successful on any platform.

View Capture Here at 1:30 p.m. UCSF Only

Source URL: http://edtech.ucsf.edu/trainings

Links:
[3] https://lecture.ucsf.edu/ets/Catalog/Full/5bce67614bbd44cfbcb649065a13b28221
[4] https://lecture.ucsf.edu/ets/Play/773fd2ecd21a4f5cb7aeef4d073ea2151d?catalog=5bce6761-4bbd-44cf-bcb6-49065a13b282
[5] https://lecture.ucsf.edu/ets/Play/1d2729a8d4574ce59b55bd270e63f7cc1d?catalog=5bce6761-4bbd-44cf-bcb6-49065a13b282
[6] https://lecture.ucsf.edu/ets/Play/678afbe5a69d4717bb8653cf19e270a91d